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Abstra t
This arti le deals with the design of networks to be pla ed on satellites. These networks
should onne t inputs ( orresponding to signals arriving at the satellite) to outputs ( orresponding to ampliers), even in ase of failures of ampliers. The networks are made of links
and expensive swit hes, hen e we want to minimize the number of swit hes subje t to the following onditions: ea h input and ea h output is onne ted to exa tly one swit h; ea h swit h
is adja ent to exa tly four links; there are n inputs and n + k outputs; among the n + k outputs,
k
an fail permanently; and nally all the input signals should be sent to valid ampliers, i.e.,
outputs, via disjoint paths. So, the aim is to design networks having as few swit hes as possible
and satisfying the following property: there exist n edge-disjoint paths from the n inputs to any
set of n outputs hosen from the n + k total number of outputs. We all su h networks valid k fault tolerant networks. Let N (n; k ) denote the minimum number of swit hes of a valid network
with n inputs, n + k outputs and k output failures.
In this arti le, we give some details on the problem, and some preliminary results su h as
the fa t that N (n; k )  n. We also propose a general onstru tion whi h yields (under some
onditions) N (n + n0 ; k )  N (n; k ) + N (n0 ; k ).
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1 Introdu tion

Al atel Spa e Industries asked us to

onsider the following problem. Signals arriving at a
tele ommuni ation satellite (via input links) have to be routed through a network to ampliers

Outputs of su h networks use  Travelling Wave Tube Ampliers  (TWTA) te hnology.
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(outputs, also alled Travelling Wave Tube Ampliers, i.e., TWTA [3℄). The links of the networks
are made of wave guides (for ba kground information, see [3℄).
The problem omes from the fa t that the ampliers may fail during the satellite's lifetime and
annot be repaired. So one needs to have more ampliers than the number of signals. One wants
to be able to route the arriving signals to valid ampliers, that is to nd disjoint paths between the
inputs and valid outputs in the inter onne tion network. The network onsists of swit hes with 4
ports and whi h an realize the onne tions displayed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A swit h an use 4 dierent states.

Due to te hnologi al onstraints, two signals annot ross in a swit h. A swit h an be joined
to an input or an output or another swit h or a dead end. If the network is able to route signals
to ampliers in the presen e of k faulty ampliers, we will say that the network is a valid k -fault
tolerant network.
There are variants of the problem a ording to whether ea h signal needs a spe i amplier
(see the arti les [1℄) or an be sent to any of the ampliers (that is all the ampliers have the same
fun tion). Here, we suppose we are in this latter ase of identi al ampliers. Then, we do not
worry about the impossibility of realizing two opposite onne tions in a swit h. Indeed, as shown
by Figure 2, suppose that the routes from input i to output o and that of input i0 to output o0 ross
in a swit h (Figure 2(a)). Then it su es to send input i to output o0 and input i0 to output o
(Figure 2(b)) to avoid the rossing and so we an use the swit h in a valid manner.
In all our gures we use the following notation: an arrow represents an input , a ir le represents a swit h and a re tangle or square represents an amplier , i.e., an output .
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Figure 2: We an avoid a forbidden state (a) by applying the transformation (b).
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Example 1 Figure 3 represents a 4fault tolerant valid network with 4 inputs and 8 ampliers
(among them 4 an fail). This example shows how to route the signals in the inputs i1 , i2 , i3 and
i4 to the 4 remaining valid outputs (the failed ones are indi ated with a ross inside).

i1
i2

i4
i3

Figure 3: A 4fault tolerant valid network with 4 inputs, 8 ampliers and 4 failures represented by
rosses inside ampliers.

Realizing a valid k fault tolerant network is easy, but it is di ult to optimize it. For many
reasons (layout properties, reliability, energy saving, et ), but mainly to de rease laun h osts, it
is ru ial to minimize the network's physi al weight, i.e., to minimize the number of swit hes, the
number of links (waveguides) and their length. Remember, on-board networks are not simple small
ele troni devi es. The te hnology of su h networks is based on wave guides with spe i swit hes
and TWTA ampliers; the weight of su h omponents is not negligible ( f. [3℄). As laun h and
swit h osts are dramati ally high, it is worth saving even one swit h. Other optimization riteria
an be onsidered, su h as minimizing the length of the routes (either in terms of the number of
swit hes rossed or the physi al length of the links) to de rease power loss, the number of routes to
hange or the number of elementary swit h rotations in ase of a failure (to in rease energy savings),
et .
Here, we restri t ourselves to nd a valid k fault tolerant network with





identi al ampliers;
a number of signals equal to the number of inputs;
a minimum number of swit hes.

In Se tion 2 we formalize the problem. Then, in Se tion 3 we give some preliminary results
and show that in the presen e of 1 or 2 faults an optimal design needs as many swit hes as inputs.
In Se tion 4 we prove a omposition theorem whi h enables us to onstru t large networks from
smaller ones; this onstru tion happens to be optimal for 3 or 4 faults. Finally, in the on lusion
we indi ate re ent results obtained on the problem and new perspe tives.

2 Formalization of the problem
The problem formulated in the introdu tion an be restated more formally as follows.
3

Denition 2 An (n; k)network G = (fI; O; S g; E ) is a graph (V; E ) where V is partitioned into

the 3 subsets (I; O; S ) respe tively alled the inputs the outputs and the swit hes, satisfying the
following onstraints:





there are n inputs and n + k outputs;
ea h input and ea h output is onne ted to exa tly one swit h;
swit hes have degree at most 4.

Denition 3 An (n; k)network G = (fI; O; S g; E ) is valid if for any subset O0  O with jO0 j  n
there exists in G n edge-disjoint paths from I to O 0 .

Denition 4 We will denote by N(n; k) the minimum number of swit hes (i.e., the ardinality of S )
of any valid (n; k )network. A valid (n; k )network with N(n; k ) swit hes will be alled minimum.
Our design problem onsists of determining N(n; k ) and of onstru ting minimum valid networks
or at least valid networks having a number of swit hes lose
to this optimal value. We note that
n
testing the validity of a network an be done by solving k ow problems and therefore we an use
network ow theory. However onstru tions in the literature of n onne ted graphs annot be used;
indeed the reader has to be areful that in our networks we have 3 lasses of verti es: two of them
(inputs and outputs) have a given ardinality and we want to minimize the ardinality of the third
lass (swit hes). Furthermore we are interested in paths only between the inputs and the outputs
(and not between any pair of verti es).

3 Preliminary results and the ase of k

 2 failures

The design problem is of interest only if k  1. Otherwise, if there is no failure, we an onne t
dire tly ea h input to an output link and so there is no need of a network.

Lemma 5 In a minimum valid (n; k)network, with k  1 failures, there is no swit h onne ted to
2 or more inputs.

Proof. If there was a swit h onne ted to 3 (or a fortiori 4) inputs, it will be impossible to

route the input signals through the only remaining link. Now, suppose that a swit h s0 is onne ted
to 2 inputs. If s0 is also onne ted to an output, the failure of this output leaves only one available
link for two input signals. Otherwise, s0 is onne ted to two other swit hes s1 and s2 . In this ase
we an remove s0 and onne t dire tly the two inputs respe tively to s1 and s2 (as ampliers are
identi al). Therefore, we obtain a new valid network with one fewer swit h whi h is in ontradi tion
with the minimality hypothesis.
2

Corollary 6 If k  1, then
Proposition 7

N(n; k)  n.

N(n; 1) = N(n; 2) = n.

Proof. By Corollary 6, it su es to onstru t a valid (n; 2)network with n swit hes. Su h a
network is given in Figure 4; it ontains n swit hes sj , 1  j  n, ea h being onne ted to the
4

swit h sj +1 for 1  j  n 1 and to the swit h sj 1 for 2  j  n. Ea h swit h sj is onne ted to
an input ij and an output oj . Furthermore, s1 is onne ted to output o0 and sn to output on+1 .
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s1
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sj

sn 1

ij

in 1
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in

Figure 4: A minimum valid 2fault tolerant network.

Now, suppose the two failing outputs are oj1 and oj2 with j1 < j2 .



If j1 = 0 we route the input ij as follows: for 1  j < j2 to the output oj via sj ; for j2
to output oj +1 via sj and sj +1 ; for j = n to output on+1 via sn .



If j2 = n + 1 then we route the input ij as follows: for j
oj 1 via sj and sj 1 ; for j1 < j  n to oj via sj .

j<n

= 1 to o0 via s1; for 1 < j  j1 to

 If 1  j1 < j2  n then we route the input ij as follows: for j = 1 to o0 via s1; for 2  j  j1
to oj 1 via sj and sj 1 ; for j1 < j < j2 to oj via sj ; for j2  j  n 1 to oj +1 via sj and
sj +1 ; for j = n to on+1 via sn .
2

So, the network is valid.

4 A re ursive onstru tion
We have to warn the reader that if you have a valid (n; k )network with N swit hes and a valid
(n0; k)network with N 0 swit hes, then the trivial union of them is unfortunately not a desired
network as it ontains n + n0 +2k outputs (i.e., ampliers) and an tolerate only k failures. However
is also possible to give a re ursive onstru tion whi h enables us to double the number of failures.
Consider two valid (n; k )networks G1 and G2 . Repla e (n + k 1) outputs in G1 and (n + k 1)
outputs in G2 by 2(n + k 1) links onne ted pairwise (one from G1 paired with one from G2 ) to
n + k 1 swit hes with 2 outputs. One an he k that we obtain a valid (2n; 2k )network. This
onstru tion an be interesting due to its symmetry and simpli ity. Unfortunately, it gives poor
asymptoti bounds and we found a more e ient one (see the next theorem).

Denition 8 An I2 swit h is a swit h onne ted to one input, two outputs and one other swit h.
In the example of Figure 3 the 4 peripheral swit hes are I2 swit hes.

Theorem 9 Let k be even. If there exists a valid (n; k)network with N swit hes and a valid

(n0; k)network with N 0 swit hes both ontaining at least
(n + n0; k)network with N + N 0 swit hes.
5

k

2 I2 swit hes, then there exists a valid

Proof. Let G (resp. G0 ) be a valid (n; k)network (resp. (n0 ; k)network) and let s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; s k

(resp. s01 ; s02 ; : : : ; s0k ) be k2 I2 swit hes in G (resp. G0 ). For
2
!i0 ) be the two outputs onne ted to si (resp. s0i ).

1  i  k2 , let

i

and !i (resp.

2

0
i and

Now, we onstru t a network H as follows. Consider a opy of G and a opy of G0 . For 1  i  k2
remove the outputs !i and !i0 and join si and s0i (see Figures 5 and 6). H has n + n0 inputs and
(n + k) k2 + (n0 + k) k2 = n + n0 + k outputs. So, H is an (n + n0; k)network. Furthermore, H
has N + N 0 swit hes. To nish the proof it remains to show that H is valid.
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Figure 5: A valid (n + n0 ; k )network H (k even) an be obtained by the omposition of a valid
(n; k)network G with a valid (n0 ; k)network G 0 ea h with k2 I2 swit hes.
Let K be a set of k failed outputs in H and let kG (resp. kG0 ) be the number of failed outputs
in the opy of G (resp. G0 ) in H . We have kG + kG0 = k . Without loss of generality, let us suppose
that kG  kG0 (the reverse ase an be dealt with by ex hanging the roles of G and G0 ); therefore
kG  k2 . Among the kG0 failures, we distinguish those on outputs of type i0 and we denote by
J 0 = fj1 ; : : : ; jh g the indi es of the failed i0 , i.e., j0 1 ; : : : ; j0 h .

Now, let us route the n inputs in the opy G. In G, onsider the following set of k failures: the
kG failures of H , plus kG0 outputs of type !j , j 2 J with J  J 0 (that is we ne essarily hoose as
failed the h outputs !j1 ; : : : ; !jh ; the others are arbitrarily hosen among the !j ). As G is a valid
(n; k)network we an route in G the n inputs of G to n outputs that are not failed. In H , we route
an input of the opy of G using the above routing obtained in G ex ept if it was routed to an output
!j in whi h ase we route it to j0 using at the end the swit hes sj and s0j . Note that routing to j0
an happen only if j 62 J ; therefore j 62 J 0 and so j0 is not failed in H .

Now, it remains to route the n0 inputs in the opy of G0 . For that, we an use an output in the
opy of G0 ex ept if it is failed in H (there are kG0 su h failures) or used by the inputs of G that is
of the form j0 with j 62 J (there are k kG0 su h ampliers). So, there remain n0 valid outputs in
G0 and we use the routing in G0 as it is a valid (n0 ; k )network.
2
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Noti e that if G (resp. G0 ) ontains m (resp. m0 ) I2 swit hes, with m  k2 and m0  k2 , then H
ontains (m + m0 k ) I2 swit hes. In parti ular, if G and G0 ontain at least k I2 swit hes, H also
ontains at least k I2 swit hes and we an apply re ursively the theorem.

Corollary 10 If there exists a valid (n; k)network with N swit hes and at least k I2 swit hes, then
for any integer p there exists a valid (pn; k )network with pN swit hes and k I2 swit hes.

Proof. By indu tion on p. The property is true for p = 1 as G is a valid (n; k)network. Suppose
it is true for p and let G0 be the valid (pn; k )network with k I2 swit hes. By applying Theorem 9
to G and G0 , the graph H obtained is a valid ((p + 1)n; k )network with still k I2 swit hes.
2

N(4p; 4)  5p.
Proof. For k = 4, Figure 3 displays an example of a valid (4; 4)network with 5 swit hes, 4
of them being I2 swit hes. So, by Corollary 10 we an onstru t a valid (4p; 4)network with 5p
swit hes.
2
The ases p = 2 and 3, that is n = 8 and 12, are illustrated in Figure 6.

Proposition 11

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Examples of re ursive omposition. (a) displays a valid (4; 4)network. With this network,
we obtain by omposition a valid (8; 4)network (b) and a valid (12; 4)network ( ).

In a preliminary version [2℄ of this paper, we onje tured that
been proved by S. Pérennes and D. Tóth [4℄.

Theorem 12 (S. Pérennes, D. Tóth)

N(n; 3) = N(n; 4) =
7

N(4p; 4) = 5p.

 5n 

4 .

This result has

We similarly obtain onstru tions for k = 6; 8, : : : starting with small examples [2℄. For k = 6 a
valid (6; 6)network is given in Figure 7. One an prove that it is a minimum network [2, 4℄. It has
9 swit hes, among them 6 are I2 swit hes. So, we have N(6p; 6)  9p.

Figure 7: A minimum

(6; 6)network with 9 swit hes, in luding 6 I2 swit hes.

Unfortunately, for general p, these networks are not minimum. For example in Figure 8, we
have illustrated a valid (12; 6)network with only 17 swit hes to be ompared with the 18 swit hes
obtained by Theorem 9. It is also a minimum network (see [4℄).
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Figure 8: A minimum

(12; 6)network with only 17 swit hes.

5 Con lusion
In this paper we have given preliminary results and a re ursive onstru tion of valid (n; k )networks.
Using this onstru tion and other variants we have been able to onstru t small networks of pra ti al
importan e; for example for the satellite ASTRA1K we have redu ed the number of swit hes used
by 50 (from a total of 249).
Re ently, S. Pérennes and D. Tóth [4℄ have found a general methodology whi h enables them both
to obtain lower bounds on N(n; k ) and to derive onstru tions of valid (n; k )network
asymptoti ally
p
mat hing the lower bounds. For example they have shown N(n; 6) = 54n + n8 + O (1), N(n; 8) =

N(n; 10) = 118n +  (pn) and for larger k they show that N(n; k)  32n + k2 ;
and this bound is asymptoti ally tight. In all the example we have found, the values of N(n; k ) are
the same (or dier by at most one) for k = 2p or 2p + 1; perhaps this property is always true.




4n + 2 p n + O n 41 ,
3 3 3
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Many variants of this problem are of pra ti al interest and are onsidered in forth oming papers.
An important ase appears to be one in whi h, without failures, an input signal an be routed dire tly
to some amplier. That means that a swit h onne ted to an input should also be onne ted to
at least one output. That is the ase for our optimal solutions for k = 4 but not for the optimal
solutions for greater values of k . Partial answers are given in [4℄; for example, with 6 failures one
needs n + 21 n + O (1) swit hes. D. Tóth also onsidered the ase where the network should be planar
whi h is interesting for the pra ti al realization. As stated in the introdu tion other optimization
riteria an be onsidered.
Furthermore in pra ti e the inputs are not all used simultaneously and we have to route p signals
arriving in p entries ( hosen among n) to p ampliers ( hosen among p + k ). We dene a (p; n; k )
network with p  n as having n inputs and p + k outputs. It is valid if we an route any set of p
inputs to any set of p outputs. We ould dene N(p; n; k ) as the minimum number of swit hes of a
valid (p; n; k )network. The determination of N(p; n; k ) appears very di ult.
A ompletely dierent lass of problems appears if an input signal needs to be routed to a
spe i kind of amplier. An extremal ase appears when we have to realize a permutation of the
inputs on the valid outputs. When there is no failure this is an old problem studied in multistage
inter onne tion networks. For details on this problem we refer the reader to [1℄.
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